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Abstract— This paper presents a novel approach for processing
data acquired with Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave
(FMCW) dechirp-on-receive systems by using a non-linear
frequency scaling algorithm. The range frequency non-linearity
correction, the Doppler shift induced by the continuous motion
and the range migration removal are performed at the same
time in the wavenumber domain with a very efficient solution.
The cross-range focusing is then achieved with conventional
matched filtering. Real data have been acquired with the
FMCW SAR demonstrator system built at the Delft University
of Technology. Stripmap images processed with the proposed
method are presented in order to show the validity of the
non-linear frequency scaling algorithm.

Index terms — Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Frequency
Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW), range frequency non-
linearity, frequency scaling algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

The combination of Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave

(FMCW) technology and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

techniques leads to lightweight, cost effective, low power

consuming imaging sensors of high resolution [1] [2]. FMCW

sensors can continuously transmit linear chirps, and the use

of dechirp-on-receive configurations allows an high reduction

of the sampling frequency. However, the presence of non-

linearities in the transmitted signal is limiting the use of high

resolution FMCW systems based on simple VCO technology

to short range applications. In fact, non-linearities deteriorate

the range resolution when deramping techniques are used

because they spread the target energy through different fre-

quencies [3]. Algorithms which remove such a limitation can

allow the use of very cheap system, still reaching nearly

optimal performances. Very recently, a method which removes

the effects of frequency non-linearities in deramped FMCW

data has been published [4].

For the processing of SAR data, several algorithms have

been developed and each of them has different characteristics

which make them appropriate for different applications. Par-

ticularly, the frequency scaling algorithm [5] is able to correct

for the range migration processing deramped data and without

using interpolations. FMCW SAR data, however, differ from

conventional pulse SAR data also for the presence of an

additional linear range migration, induced by the continuous

motion of the aircraft while transmitting and receiving the

signals
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[6]. That means, the stop-and-go approximation, used

evelopment of conventional SAR algorithms, could not

ymore.

novel approach presented in the paper aims to combine

-linearity correction and the frequency scaling algo-

and the removal of the FMCW Doppler shift. The two

s are based on residual video phase removal, therefore

ct can be exploited to integrate the algorithms and

e the, already low, computational load. The result is

-linear frequency scaling algorithm, which is presented

paper. It has a computational load nearly equal to

ventional method, with the advantage of additionally

ing the Doppler shift effect induced by the continuous

and the frequency non-linearity degradation. Therefore,

posed algorithm is very suitable for the processing of

SAR data.

remaining of the paper is structured in four sections.

II introduces the deramped FMCW signal taking into

t the frequency non-linearity and without using the

d-go approximation. Successively, the combination of

CW Doppler shift, frequency non-linearity and range

on correction is described in section III. Section IV

s results of the developed non-linear frequency scaling

m applied to real data. The data set has been collected

e FMCW SAR demonstrator system developed at the

niversity of Technology. Finally, conclusions are stated

on V.

DERAMPED NON-LINEAR FMCW SAR SIGNAL

section derives an analytical development of the der-

FMCW SAR signal in the two-dimensional frequency

including the frequency non-linearity and without

he stop-and-go approximation. The radar continuously

ts linear FM chirps having duration Tp equal to the

epetition interval PRI , chirp rate α = B/PRI , where

e transmitted bandwidth and center frequency fc. The

tted frequency is expressed as:

fr = fc + αt + e(t) (1)

PRI/2 ≤ t < PRI/2 and e(t) is the frequency non-

y term, which is unwanted. In dechirp-on-receive sys-

he received and transmitted signal are mixed in order
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to reduce the required system sampling rate. In a stripmap

configuration with the radar flying along a straight path, the

target time delay is:

τ =
2
c

√
R2 + v2(t + T )2 (2)

where R is the distance of closest approach, v is the aircraft

velocity and T is the slow time variable. The deramped

FMCW SAR signal can be described by:

s(t, T ) = exp(−j2π(fcτ + ατt

−1
2
ατ2 + e(t) − e(t − τ))) (3)

The first exponential term is the azimuth phase history;

the second term is the range signal while the third term is

called Residual Video Phase (RVP) [7]. The last two terms

of (3) represent the unwanted contribution of the frequency

non-linearity; e(t) can be directly measured or estimated

from the raw data [4] and is assumed known in the rest of

the analysis. Frequency non-linearities seriously degrade the

system performances if not corrected for. Applying a Fourier

transform with respect to the variable T to (3), and after

developing the calculations, the signal in the range-Doppler

domain

s(t, fD
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can be expressed as:

) = (exp
[
−j

4πRβ(fD)
λ

]
exp

[
−j

4παR

cβ(fD)
t

]

exp(j2πfDt) exp
[
j(e(t) − e(t − 2R

cβ(fD)
))

]

src(t, fD;R)) ∗ exp(−jπαt2) (4)

ntly from [5], the expression in (4) includes the non-

y and the Doppler shift terms The Doppler frequency

ies within:

−PRF

2
+ fDc ≤ fD ≤ PRF

2
+ fDc (5)

PRF is the pulse repetition frequency and fDc is the

r centroid. The first two terms of (4) represent the

phase history and the range modulation. The factor

describes the range cell migration (RCM) as a function

oppler frequency:

β(fD) =

√
1 − f2

Dλ2

4v2
(6)

rd and fourth terms are the consequences of the con-

motion within the sweep, which introduces a Doppler

d of the presence of range frequency non-linearity. The
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the non-linear frequency scaling algorithm. 1) raw data of three point scatterers. 2) Frequency scaling,
Doppler shift, and transmitted non-linearity reference function. 3) Signal data after the multiply with the first reference function. 4) Residual
video phase correction function. 5) Signal data after residual video phase correction. 6) Removal of the spreading induced by the frequency
scaling and by the received non-linearity. 7) Signal after complete non-linear frequency scaling. Range time is on the horizontal axis whereas
vertical axes represent range frequency. In 2) and 6) dashed curves indicate the dependency on the Doppler frequency.



modified non-linear frequency scaling algorithm differs from

its conventional method for the ability to remove their effects.
The src(t, fD;R) term in (4) is the secondary range com-

pression and its expression can be found in [5], for instance.

III. FREQUENCY NON-LINEARITY, DOPPLER SHIFT AND

RANGE CELL MIGRATION CORRECTION

The non-linearity and RCM removal are obtained through

the exploitation of the residual video phase. The two correc-

tions are achieved at the same time. In fact, the frequency

scaling can be thought as a special case of frequency non-

linearity correction, namely a linear case. Additionally, also

the Doppler shift effects, induced by the continuous motion

within the sweep [6] [8] [9], can be corrected at this stage.
The first step is a multiply of (4) with the following

reference function:

H1(t, fD) = exp
[−j(2πfDt + e(t) − παt2(1 − β(fD)))

]
(7)

which removes the Doppler shift, the transmitted non-linearity

and scales the frequency. Successively, the signal is Fourier

transformed with respect to t and multiplied with the RVP

correction term:

H2(f, fD) = exp
[
−j

πf2

αβ(fD)

]
(8)

An inverse Fourier transform brings the signal back to the time

domain:

s(t, fD) = exp
[
−j

4πRβ(fD)
λ

]
exp

[
−j

4παR

c
t

]

exp
[−jπαt2(β(fD)2 − β(fD))

]
exp [−jeRV P (t)] src(t, fD;R) (9)

where eRV P represents the non-linearity after it passed

through the RVP filter. Finally a last reference function

H3(t, fD) = (exp
[−jπαt2(β(fD)2 − β(fD))

]
(10)

multiplies (9) removing the, now equalized, spreading of the

peak response induced by the frequency scaling and by the

non-linearity. After this last step, the following expression

describes the resulting signal:

s(t, fD) = exp
[
−j

4πRβ(fD)
λ

]
exp

[
−j

4παR

c
t

]

src(t, fD;R) (11)

At this point, conventional steps can be performed to achieve

secondary range compression and successively azimuth focus-

ing. The proposed modified non-linear frequency scaling algo-

rithm is very suitable for the processing of FMCW SAR data.

In fact, it corrects, with practically no additional computational

cost when compared with the conventional frequency scaling

algorithm, the Doppler shift induced by the continuous motion

in FMCW SAR and, particularly important, the degradation

caused by the frequency non-linearity. This last characteristic,

in fact, allows the use of very simple and cheap sensors

which can generate the transmitted modulation directly in the

radio frequency band, [1]. A schematic representation of the

algorithm is illustrated in fig 1.
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IV. REAL DATA VALIDATION

monstrator system has been realized at the International

h Centre for Telecommunication and Radar (IRCTR)

elft University of Technology, The Netherlands, using

Hz FMCW front-end. In the autumn of 2005, a very

ful flight test campaign was carried out in Straus-

ermany, and images were produced, demonstrating

at potential of such a system [1]. Some collected

ve been processed with the method developed in the

to verify its validity. Figure 2(a) shows an FMCW

age obtained applying conventional frequency scaling

m, while fig. 2(b) has been produced with the aim

proposed non-linear frequency scaling algorithm. For

ages, the system was transmitting a bandwidth of

z and PRI of 1 ms, centered around a carrier frequency

GHz. Hamming windowing has been used both in

nd azimuth focusing. For the cross-range compression

ler bandwidth of 200 Hz is processed; successively,

multilooking with a factor of 8 is performed. The

s show an urban area close to the Strausberg airport.

provements due to the range non-linearities correction

ent, both in terms of resolution and contrast, which is a

onsequence of an improved peak to integrated sidelobe

ilar comparison is reported in fig. 3(a) and fig. 3(b);

CW SAR image reproduced has been collected over

t area with a low resolution configuration with a

tted bandwidth of 130 MHz and PRI of 0.5 ms.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

paper has presented a modified non-linear frequency

algorithm for processing FMCW SAR data acquired

chirp-on-receive systems. The range frequency non-

y correction, the Doppler shift induced by the continu-

tion and the range migration removal are performed

same time in the wavenumber domain with a very

t solution. The computational load of the described

ear frequency scaling algorithm is practically the same

conventional one. Therefore, the proposed method is

itable for the processing of FMCW SAR data. The

nge focusing is then performed with conventional

d filtering. Two stripmap images, which have been

d with the FMCW SAR demonstrator system built

Delft University of Technology, have been presented

the validity of the proposed non-linear frequency

algorithm. A qualitatively analysis indicates drastic

ements. Future work includes a complete quantitative

tion.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. FMCW SAR image obtained processing the raw data with
conventional frequency scaling algorithm (a) and with the proposed
non-linear version (b). Slant range is on the vertical axis. The image
has been acquired over a urban area transmitting 260 MHz bandwidth

with the TNO Defence, Security and Safety in The Hague, The

Netherlands, and Eonic in Delft, The Netherlands.
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